
Rules to Write in Different Citation Styles 

 

With the advancements in the world, new things have been presented. Just like the presentation and 

use of an online learning system by supplanting customary learning systems. Notwithstanding this in 

past eras simple essays were written in English or writing courses. Presently with the passing time, new 

types of essays have been presented and used by students and writers to write essays. These various 

types of essays are used for specific purposes. These specific purposes in ‘write my thesis’ tasks make 

them unique and not exactly the same as one another.  

 

With the presentation of various types of essays, late fads have also been alright with design the essay 

according to the style stubbornly. These various formats or styles are APA, MLA, AMA, Chicago, Harvard, 

and AMS style, etc. These styles for thesis writing help are for organizing as well as are also used for 

refering to sources in a report. With designing styles, they are also known as Citation styles. AMS is 

shortened as American Meteorological Society. It is one of the usually used styles. Writers or students 

however can choose any style for designing their essays.  

 

Diverse organizing styles have various rules. These rules are finished while orchestrating your essay. 

Students often feel burden in assessing the differences between various orchestrating styles. That is the 

reason I have seen students using services to coordinate their essays. Some also cost cash so you need 

to pay for essay to get their essay formatted by them. However, for the ease of students and new 

writers totally set up formats of each style are accessible online for professional dissertation writers. 

They just need to pick the required design style and follow the system presented in that guide. 

Mentioned under is the system of designing and refering to sources of your essay in AMS style:  

 

The cover sheet in AMS style involves 3 basic elements that describe the paper. These three elements 

are the topic of the essay or research paper, the first and last name of the author or writer of the essay, 

and a well composed abstract. The abstract is usually written in 150 to 300 characters for ‘write essay 

for me’ tasks. These three elements are associated with the same order the way where they are 

mentioned above.  

 

A running head must be associated with the header while designing the essay or paper in AMS style. In 

AMS style the shortened name of the title is composed on the right side of the header. The title is 

shortened in case it is too long. It is necessary to audit that the title in the header should not be in 

excess of 40 characters. Then, on the left side of the header name of the author or author is composed. 

Author names are also shortened in case they are sufficiently long for essay writer service.  
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In AMS style toward the finish of the paper or essay, some sections are joined. These sections are the 

attestation section in which the author acknowledges someone of his/her decision, a section that 

involves details about the author, references, and a partnership section.  

 

All the text in AMS style is twofold spaced and is written in times new roman style while keeping it fixed 

throughout at 12 text dimension.  

 

To audit for text citations and list usually certain Microsoft word features or software like Zotero, etc are 

used by paper writing services. These software helps to add citations and sources in seconds. However, 

they can also be added physically yet it will require some investment which is the reason software and 

intrinsic features are esteemed.  

 

Mentioned above was the procedure for designing and refering to your essay or paper in AMS style. 

Students who hesitate to design their essays in their initial learning stages can take help from their 

friends or instructor or can even use services like an essay writing service. Regardless, they should 

observe how they do it to learn it for sometime later. 
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